Instructions for meltclean®
meltclean® is a patented cleaning agent for plasticprocessing machines, injection moulding machines
and extruders.
By using the agent, the cleaning process can be carried
out quickly and smoothly when changing colours and
plastic materials.

Observe the following important tips for an efficient use:
1) Add 0.5 to 2% of meltclean® to the product for later processing to clean the cylinder,
the screw, the nozzle, the hot runner and the tool.
The quantity of successor product depends on the size of the cylinder.
At least five times the amount of cylinder volume is necessary.
Example:
Capacity of the cylinder 1 kg.
This requires 5 kg of successor granulate and 50 g of meltclean®.
2) To make the mixture use cold, non-dried up granulate.
3) If you clean a system with a degassing zone, the degassing pipe must be sealed
with a pipe up to the inner wall of the cylinder.
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4) Fill a plastic bag with both materials (granulate and meltclean®), seal it and
carefully mix the content by shaking vigorously. This way you will obtain the
best mixing effect.
5) Do not convey the mixture with a vacuum conveyor but insert the material directly
into the granulate funnel on your machine.
First clean only the screw.
Process this mixture at the highest possible screw speed in the injection moulding
machine or the extruder.
6) By decreasing the temperature in the feed section and raising the subsequent
temperature of the cylinder, nozzle and hot runner, the cleaning effect improves.
meltclean® has no effect if it is used in cold conditions or in open systems.
7) When cleaning injection moulding machines, move the screw several times back and
forth up to the end position. Repeat this procedure until the melt has taken on the
colour of the successor product.
The meltclean® cleaning effect is still enhanced by letting the granulate/meltclean®
mixture rest for a few minutes in the plasticising unit after rinsing several times.
8) meltclean® can be easily sprayed through the hot runner moulds into the cavity of
the moulding tool.
When first cleaning the gating system, you should spray through the hot runner with
an open mould. After repeating several times, the cylinder temperatures should be
decreased and those of the hot runner increased.
Strictly observe the permitted load of your machine here.
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Spraying into the cavity is then also not possible without high pressure if the machine
is not completely full.
You spare yourself the disassembly of the tools and any other necessary mechanical
cleaning and polishing work.
9) You can further process the cleaning waste mixed with meltclean® with products of
the same type as secondary production.
10) Seal the containers filled with meltclean® well directly after removal of the material.
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